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Abstract: One among the fastest growing fields is health care industry. The medical industry
contains large amount of medical data which would not be “mined”. The mined data helps in
finding the hidden information. Extensive amount of data in medical database need the
development of tools which are used to access the data, analyze the data, knowledge discovery, and
efficient use of the stored knowledge and information. The medical industry have large amount of
data collected about the patient including the details, diagnosis and medications. Turning these data
into useful pattern helps in predicting with the new treatments and medicines. This helps in the
better diagnosis and therapy where the patients can attain the good QoS (quality of service). This
paper features the different data mining and warehousing techniques used in healthcare field for
the best decision making.
Keywords - Knowledge Discovery, Medical Database.

I. INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of data mining is for the extraction of the useful and relevant information
from the large databases or data warehouses. Applications of Data mining are mainly useful for
commercial and scientific areas [1]. This study discusses mainly on the Data Mining applications in the
scientific area. Data mining in scientific area distinguishes itself in the sense that the nature of the
datasets are often very different from the traditional market driven applications of data mining. A
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detailed survey is done on data mining applications in this work on healthcare sector, the types of data
used and the details of the information extracted as output. Data mining algorithms which are applied
in the healthcare industry plays a significant role in the prediction and the diagnosis of the diseases.
There are a huge number of data mining applications that are found in the medical related areas such as
Medical device industry, Pharmaceutical Industry and Hospital Management.
Therefore, to find the useful and hidden knowledge from the database is the main purpose
behind the application of data mining. Data mining is also called as knowledge discovery from the
data. As the name itself suggests, knowledge discovery is an interactive and iterative process, which
consists of developing and understanding the application domain, selection and creation of a data set,
preprocessing and data transformation.

In health care institutions, data mining tools answer the question rapidly, that are traditionally
a time consuming and too complex to resolve. They prepare the databases to find the predictive
information.
The Expanding of the health coverage to many people as possible and to provide financial
assistance to help them with the lower income purchase coverage [2]. To Eliminate the health
disparities that are in the current situation, it is better to decrease the costs that are associated with the
increased disease burden borne by certain population growth. Healthcare administration is a field
which is related to the leadership, management, and administration of hospitals, hospital networks, and
health care systems[1,3].
Healthcare sector focuses mainly on:


The proposal of the draft of NHP 2001 which is timely to the State health expenditure which
is to be raised up to 7% by 2018 and 8% of State budgets thereafter [21].



Health spending in India at 6% of GDP is among the highest levels estimated for developing
countries.



Public spending on health in India has declined itself after the liberalization from 1.3% of
GDP in 1990 to 0.9% in 1999. Central budget allocations for health have stagnated at 1.3% of
the total Central budget. In the States it has declined from 7% to 5.5% of the State health
budget.

This paper focuses on the comparison of the data mining tools with the health care problems. The
comparative study helps in finding the accuracy level to be predicted by the data mining applications in
the healthcare. This comparative study leads the aspiring researchers in the field of data mining by
knowing which data mining tool gives an accuracy level in extracting information from healthcare
data.
Data Mining had been used in a variety of applicative areas such as marketing, customer
relationship management, engineering, and medicine analysis, expert prediction, web mining and
mobile and mobile computing.
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Some data mining applications are:


To detect fraudulent phone or credit-card activity



Predicting good and poor sales



Predicting cardiovascular disease.



To detect defects in manufacturing process.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A literature review is conducted on the applicability of data mining in medical field which has
the critical points of the current knowledge also including the substantial, theoretical and
methodological contributions.
The [1] paper mainly discusses on the data mining and its applications including the major areas of the
treatment effectiveness, Managing the healthcare, also the detection of the fraud and also provides an
overview about the customer relationship management.
The [2] paper presents how data mining helps in discovering and also in extracting the useful patterns
of the large data to find the possible observable patterns. This paper encompasses the importance and
the ability of Data mining in improving the quality of the decision making process in the medical
industry.
[3] Illustrates a combination of the prediction system which includes Rough Set Theory (RST) and
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for the dispensation of the medical data. The process of developing a
new data mining technique and a software for assisting the competent solutions for medical data
analysis has been explained. This paper also proposes a hybrid tool which incorporates RST and ANN
for making a proficient data analysis and also indicative predictions. The experiments on data set for
the prediction of excellence of animal semen is carried out. The projected system is applied for preprocessing of a medical database and also to train the ANN for the production of prediction. The
predicted accuracy is observed for the comparison of the observed and predicted cleavage rate [20].
[4] discusses mainly on the potential use of the classification which is based on data mining techniques
such as Rule Based, Decision tree, Naïve Bayes and Artificial Neural Network to the massive volume
of medical data. The parameters that are considered here are age, sex, blood pressure and blood sugar
which can predict the likelihood of patients getting a heart disease.
[5] Has discussed about the various data mining approaches which have been utilized for the diagnosis
of breast cancer and for the prognosis of the Decision tree is found as the best predictor with the
utmost accuracy of 93.62%.
[6] Has discussed about the disease caused by HIV that weakens the body that can no longer fight the
simple infections. The algorithm is used to discover association rules. WEKA 3.6 is used to mine the
data to implement the algorithms, J48 classifier performs the classification with an accuracy rate of
81.8%.
[7] Discussed what a Data mining can contribute to the blood bank sector. The algorithm used here is
J48 algorithm and the tool used is WEKA. Classification rules performs well in the classification with
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an accuracy rate of 89.9%.
Apriori [18] algorithm is used for the frequent item set mining and also for the association rule
learning over the transactional databases. It also proceeds with the identification of the frequent
individual items in the database and extending them to the larger and larger item sets as long as those
item sets appear sufficiently often in the database. The frequent item sets are determined by the Apriori
which can be used to determine the association rules which usually highlight the general trends in
the database which also includes the applications in domains such as market basket analysis.
Apriori uses breadth-first search and a Hash tree structure for counting the candidate item sets
efficiently. It also generates candidate item sets of same length. It then prunes the candidates which
have an infrequent sub pattern. According to the downward closure lemma, the candidate set contains
all frequent-length item sets. After that, it also scans the transaction database to determine frequent
item sets among the candidates. The pseudo code for the algorithm is given below for a transaction
database, and a support threshold of .Usual set theoretic notation is employed, though note that is a
multi-set is the candidate set for level . At each step, the algorithm is assumed to generate the candidate
sets from the large item sets of the preceding level, heeding the downward closure lemma. Accesses a
field of the data structure that represents candidate set, which is initially assumed to be zero. Many
details are omitted below, usually the most important part of the implementation is the data structure
used for storing the candidate sets, and counting their frequencies.

III. DATA MINING
A process in which a raw data is being prepared and structured such that valuable information can be
extracted from it is called Data analysis. The process of organizing and thinking about data is way to
accepting what the data does and does not contain. Data Analysis is a process of inspecting, cleaning,
transforming, and modeling data. The objective of data analysis is to highlight useful information,
providing conclusions, and help in decision making. Data analysis consists of multiple steps and
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approaches, including diverse techniques under an array of names, in different business, science, and
social science domains. [9]
The data mining process is an automatic or semi-automatic analysis of huge amount of data for the
extraction of interesting patterns of data records known as cluster analysis, a group of unusual records
for anomaly detection, and to find out dependencies i.e., association rule mining and sequential pattern
mining. The usual database techniques are spatial indices. These patterns are used in further analysis
i.e., in machine learning and predictive analytics.
Data Mining is the discovery of unknown information from the databases [15] [20]. Data
Dredging, data fishing and data snooping refer to the use of data mining method to sample part of a
larger population data set which are too small for reliable statistical inferences to be made to validate
the patterns discovered. These methods can be used in the creation of new hypothesis to test data
against the larger data.
Data mining functions:


Clustering,



Classification,



Prediction, and



Associations.

Currently the evaluation of data mining functions and products are the results of the influence from
many of the disciplines, which includes the databases, information retrieval, statistics, algorithms, and
machine learning [9] (See Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Historical perspective of data mining
3.1 Data Base and Data Mining – A Review
The development of Data mining is represented in the Fig. 2. The system of data mining started in early 1960s.
Here data mining is just a file processing. The next stage of it is Database management Systems which started in
the year 1970s and was still under process till early 1980s. Here OLTP, Data modeling tools and Query
processing worked.
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There are three broad categories in which a database management system worked.


First is Advanced Database Systems, which was evaluated in the Mid-1980s to present. In this Data
models and Application oriented process worked.



The Second part is Data Warehousing and Data Mining which worked since late 1980s to present.



The third part is Web based Database Systems which started from 1990s to present. This includes Web
mining and XML based database systems.

These are the three broad categories are joined and created a new process called Integrated New generation
Information system which was started in 2000.
3.2 Data Mining Application Areas
Data Mining is driven by new applications, which requires new inclusions that are not currently in use.
These are classified into two categories:
Business & E-Commerce.
Scientific, Engineering & Healthcare Data.

Fig. 2. History of Database Systems and Data Mining
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3.3 Data Mining Tasks
Data mining tasks are mainly classified into two broad categories:


Predictive model



Descriptive model

Fig 3.3 Data mining models and tasks
IV. DATA MINING APPLICATIONS IN HEALTHCARE SECTOR
Healthcare industry generates huge amounts of data about patients, resources, diagnosis, electronic
patient records, medical devices etc. Larger amounts of data are the key resource which are to be processed and
analyzed for knowledge extraction which enables the support for cost-savings and decision making.
Data mining applications in healthcare can be grouped as the evaluation into broad categories [1,10],
4.1 Treatment effectiveness
Data mining applications are developed for the evaluation of the effectiveness of medical treatments. Data
mining can deliver analysis of which course of action proves effective by comparing and contrasting causes,
symptoms, and courses of treatments.
4.2 Pharmaceutical Industry
The technology used here to help the pharmaceutical firms manage their inventories and to develop new
product and services. A deep understanding of the knowledge hidden in the Pharma data is positional and
organizational decision-making.
4.3 Hospital Management
Modern hospitals are capable of generating and collecting huge amount of data. Mined data are stored in a
hospital information system where a temporal behavior of global hospital activities to be visualized [12].
Three layers of hospital management:




Services for hospital management
Services for medical staff
Services for patients
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4.4 System Biology
Other Database which has huge amount of data is Biological databases that contain a wide variety of data
types, usually with rich relational structures. Subsequently multi-relational data mining techniques are
frequently applied in biological data [13].

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a study of how data mining techniques are used for the data analysis and Knowledge discovery in
medical sciences is carried out. This paper aimed only for the comparison of the different data mining
applications in the healthcare sector for extracting useful information. It is a challenging task, the prediction of
diseases using Data Mining applications but it drastically reduces the human efforts and also increases the
diagnostic accuracy. A future work may be implemented in developing efficient data mining tools for an
application could reduce the cost and time constraint in terms of human resources and expertise.
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